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Warning 

-Please use the product within the specified range of voltage.

-Please follow the correct installation steps to install the product, and do not touch when it is working.

-Please turn power off when installing and removing the products to avoid risk of electric shock.

-Please install the panel in the correct sized fixture.

-Do not look directly at LED light source for a long time.

·warranty

-5 years warranty from the shipping date;

-BONLD will replace all the failed products due to BONLD design/production quality during warranty

period;

-BONLD will bear all cost of maintains if the customer can help us to repair locally;

-BONLD don't have the responsibility to compensate for any incorrect installation or artificial damage;

-BONLD don't have the responsibility to compensate for damage occurred during the transit.

� ApplicationReference 

Application for most indoor area for Commercial Lighting,reidential lighting and Industrial lighting,etc. 

Warning and caution: 

1.Don't use in completely enclosed fixture and damp area.

2.Used as safety or emergency lamps are not recommened .
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Surface Mount 

screw 

" L" frame " U" frame 
G) Assemble the frame well

Drill a Hole With 6mm 
Diameter Drill Bit 

Fix Screw Ceiling Frame 
@ Fix the frame on ceiling @Take out one" L" 

bracket from the fra!!le 

Led Panel Ligh�
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© Insert LED panel to the frame ® Fix " L" b racket to the frame ® Installation is complete 

Package 

Item 

2X2 FT 

1X4 FT 

2X4 FT 

& Please make sure the frame is assembled well before fixed on ceiling 

20GP 

N.W. 
CARTON 

Qty. G.W. 
container 

SIZE(cm) can load 
(Qty) 

3.8kg/pc 68x70x25 4pcs/CTN 19.0kg/CTN 996 

3.7kg/pc 129x40x25 4pcs/CTN 18.5kg/CTN 852 

7.3kg/pc 129x70x25 4pcs/CTN 35.2kg/CTN 512 

40HQ 
container 
can load 

(Qty) 

2244 

2156 

1204 



�Guide 

Build-in 

Suspended 

According to the width of the panel light, drill 2 
mounting holes on the mounting position 

Button the panel light with the dog 
buckle of the equipped rope. 

STEPl 
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Fix the upper cover into prepared mounting holes 
with self-tapping screws (not included), and then 
twist on the lower cover. 

STEP4 

t 

Twist off the rope grab device, and divide it into 
two parts: the upper cover and lower cover. 

STEP3 

Connect LED panel light by the hook of 
suspension wire 

STEP5 







front view 

1213mm 

front view 
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Product Specification 

Model Number Example 

Power Consumption(W) 25 

Lumen Output(LM} 2625±5% 

Light Efficacy (lm/W) 

CCT(K) 

Color Rendering lndex(CRI) 

AC Input Rating(Vac) 

Dimming(Non-dimming,0-1 OV) 
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GG-FP-2x2-25w-4k-25 GG-FP-1x4-40w-5k-25 GG-FP-2x4-40w-5k-25 

40 50 40 40 50 60 72 

4200±5% 5250±5% 4200±5% 4200±5% 5250±5% 6300±5% 7560±5% 

105±5% 

3045±175K 3465±245K 3985±275K 4503±243K 5028±283K 

>80

AC 100-277V 50/60Hz 

Optional 
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